The shape of liquid crystalline elastomers (LCEs) with spatial variation in the director orientation can be transformed by exposure to a stimulus. Here, informed by previously reported analytical treatments, we prepare complex spiral patterns imprinted into LCEs and quantify the resulting shape transformation. Quantification of the stimuli-induced shapes reveals good agreement between predicted and experimentally observed curvatures. We conclude this communication by reporting a design strategy to allow LCE films to be anchored at their external boundaries onto rigid substrates without incurring internal, mechanical-mismatch stresses upon actuation, a critical advance to the realization of shape transformation of LCEs in practical device applications.
The shape of liquid crystalline elastomers (LCEs) with spatial variation in the director orientation can be transformed by exposure to a stimulus. Here, informed by previously reported analytical treatments, we prepare complex spiral patterns imprinted into LCEs and quantify the resulting shape transformation. Quantification of the stimuli-induced shapes reveals good agreement between predicted and experimentally observed curvatures. We conclude this communication by reporting a design strategy to allow LCE films to be anchored at their external boundaries onto rigid substrates without incurring internal, mechanical-mismatch stresses upon actuation, a critical advance to the realization of shape transformation of LCEs in practical device applications.
Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) are exciting materials that show promise for enabling multifunctional character in flexible devices. The mechanical response of these materials is inherently and programmably anisotropic, governed by the molecular-level liquid crystalline orientation. This generates a rich variety of reversible, shape-morphing behaviors [1] with large strains (of order 400%) and actuation force that can rival human muscle [2] . Recent work has advanced the capabilities for rapid, high-resolution spatial patterning of the director profile in LCE films [3] . In general, the intended director pattern is inscribed onto an intermediary alignment layer using any of several of non-contact techniques including linear photopolymerization [4] , photo-reorientation of azo dye molecules [2, 5] , or lithographic inscription of micro-grooves [6] . The alignment layer then enforces self-assembled orientation of the liquid crystal monomer and oligomeric precursors which are drawn into the alignment cells and subsequently polymerized to form a freestanding monolithic film.
Exposing LCEs to various stimuli (e.g. heat, light, or solvent) then generates a locally programmed, anisotropic mechanical response, resulting in the conversion of 2D flat films to complex 3D shapes [7] . The diversity of the accessible shapes continues to open up new potential applications including haptic devices [8] , flow control surfaces, microfluidics, and deployable antennas, among others (for an overview, see [9] ). A considerable fraction of the existing literature, both analytical and experimental, has explored elemental building blocks, such as cantilevers, cones, and in some instances arrays of these component units to form more complex shapes [10, 11] . Some recent efforts have pursued the realization of smoothly varying curved structures [11] [12] [13] [14] . Further, one subject of practical significance is the inverse design of a director profile that will generate a desired curvature. A general solution to the inverse design problem is proposed in [11] , which uses double-sided patterning of elastomeric films to inscribe the second fundamental form of the target surface. If one restricts to single-sided patterning, whereby an in-plane director field is prescribed without variations along the thickness of the sample, the inverse problem becomes more challenging as a degree of freedom is removed from the design parameters. Indeed, for most target surfaces a solution does not exist to this form of the inverse problem. Although specific examples have been calculated in [11] [12] [13] , in the absence of generally available, concrete solutions to realize shapes of interest, there has been a reliance on intuitive design or on iterative approaches such as topology optimization [15] [16] [17] .
Here, we focus on a subset of director profiles for which analytical solutions exist. Multiple families of such profiles have been proposed by theory, with only a few thus far subjected to experimental examination [13] . In this way, this communication is a closed-loop exploration derived from analytically predicted patterns, realized in LCE films enabled by advances in materials and processing methods, and characterized by optical scanning. We show herein that the desired director profiles are indeed realizable in LCE films, and that the resulting curvature quantitatively matches the shape predicted ab initio. The utility of this theory-led design approach is extended to the fabrication of anchorable actuating films whose perimeters can be affixed to rigid substrates.
We consider thin LCE films with nematic planar alignment (i.e. the director is everywhere in the plane of the film, with only the azimuthal angle varying spatially). In response to external stimuli (heat, light, etc.), the order parameter is decreased, and the average polymer chain configuration converts from a prolate spheroid to spherical [18] (Figure 1 ). On the macroscopic scale, this translates into a contraction along the director by some factor λ, partially compensated by an expansion in other directions, by a factor λ −ν where ν is the thermo-optical analogue to the Poisson ratio [10] .
The deformed shape is predicted by exploring nonEuclidean metrics as arising in films with residual stress [19] . Following [18] , the spontaneous local deformation tensor takes the form
where I is the identity operator and n is the director. Here, we make the further assumption that λ and ν are constant (e.g. no differential swelling), and that the only spatial variation is in the director orientation, that is n(r). The two parameters λ and ν, along with the prescribed director pattern α(r), are the only inputs to the model. Both λ and ν can be estimated independently, here by examining the thermal response of an LCE film with uniform planar alignment in a temperaturecontrolled oil bath. As the bath is slowly heated, the dimensional changes in the sample are visually apparent ( Figure 1 ). Here, we use a recently reported approach [20] to prepare LCEs that exhibit large deformations upon relatively modest temperature changes. The synthesis of these materials is largely based on commercially available liquid crystalline monomers (diacrylates) that homopolymerize to form glassy liquid crystalline films with good uniformity [21] . To these materials, a minimal amount of chain transfer agent has been shown to dramatically reduce the crosslink density and yield LCEs with actuation strain of nearly 200% and soft elasticity that rivals polysiloxane LCE ( Figure 1 ). This chemistry is compatible with high-resolution photoalignment techniques as described in [2, 3] .
We now consider a class of radially-symmetric director profiles containing a point defect of topological charge m = +1, appropriate strictly only to 2D director fields, in which the director makes an angle α(r) with the radial direction. The two limiting cases are pure azimuthal orientation (α = π/2) and pure radial orientation (α = 0). Preparing a glassy liquid crystalline polymer network (LCN) or LCE with the azimuthal pattern (Figure 2 a) generates a conical deformation upon exposure to thermal or photonic stimuli [22] . By a simple geometric argument, the cone half-angle is predicted [23] to be:
As shown in Figure 2 , the fabricated LCE film, when heated above its reference temperature T 0 , forms a cone that closely matches this theoretical prediction, in magnitude as well as shape. In this and the following experiments, the fabricated circular film of diameter 1 cm and thickness 30 microns is free-standing upon a temperature-controlled glass substrate with non-stick coating. In situ characterization of the deformed shapes is performed with a structured-illumination optical scanner (Keyence VR-3200) which provides a quantitative 3D height map with micrometer height resolution. In Figure  2c , the film is heated from T 0 ∼ 95C to 150C, corresponding to λ ∼ 0.88 in the independent oil-bath measurement discussed above. The value of ν is assumed to be exactly 0.5, corresponding to perfect volume conservation, and consistent with the above measurement.
The most severe discrepancy in shape is observed at the cone tip. The predicted ideal cone shape has infinite bend at the tip, so that the elastic bend energy cost exceeds the otherwise dominant stretch cost. To accommodate this, the sheet instead forms a rounded cap, over a region whose size is of the same order as the film thickness, as discussed in [24] .
Here we can also confirm another prediction made in [24] that cooling the LCE film below T 0 produces a curvature of the opposite sign, referred to as an anti-cone (in accordance with the orthogonal duality result of [13] ). We also note good agreement with the closed-form prediction of the anti-cone shape laid out in [24] :
with n = 2 as the lowest-energy mode. A broader and more tailorable range of radially symmetric shells arises by extending [13] to a radial variation in α(r). Calculating the metric components with respect to polar coordinates, we arrive at the following equation for the Gaussian curvature K = K(r) in terms of α = α(r): circumferentially and in surface trajectories that become radii on deformation, one can determine the curvatures of the evolving surfaces [13] . Of particular interest is the case of surfaces of revolution of constant and positive Gaussian curvature, that is, spherical spindles where the two principal curvatures are typically not equal and are not constant [13] . In the case where the principal curvatures agree, the spherical spindle reduces to a spherical cap. On solving eqn (4) as a differential equation for α(r), constancy of K is satisfied by profiles with the form:
where 0 ≤ r ≤ L and c is a tuning parameter that determines curvatures and relates to the in-material lengths mentioned above. L is a scaling factor that is determined by the dimensions of the elastomeric film samples used in the patterning process. The expression in eqn (5) is a reformulation of director fields from [13] to ensure optimal scaling for the utilized patterning process. Various magnitudes of constant positive curvatures K can be realized through appropriate choice of the parameter c according to
As presented in Figure 3 , even for more complicated director profiles, this ab initio prediction of K is still in good quantitative agreement with measurements. In other words, for given material parameters λ and ν, the desired apex angle of the actuating spindle can be precisely tailored through choice of the parameter c. The theoretically predicted surfaces of Figure 3 (c) used in the quantitative analysis of the experimental results were computed using the parametrization given in equations (3.19) and (3.20) of [13] with the coefficients determined by the experimental parameters utilized here. For the two samples shown here, heating is from T 0 ∼ 95C to 120C, corresponding to a measured λ = 0.95, with ν again taken to be 0.5 exactly. As before, the greatest discrepancy in shape occurs where the predicted sharp The preceding analysis can be repeated for the condition of constant but negative Gaussian curvature. This condition is satisfied by:
Again, the choice of parameter c determines the curvature K, now as follows:
This will have a closed-form, radially symmetric solution in the form of a hyperbolic spindle (i.e. surface of revo-lution of constant negative Gaussian curvature) provided that
as shown in [13] . For choices of c outside of this range, symmetry-breaking ruffles will inevitably form due to an excess in circumferential length at any geodesic radial distance from the central topological defect, just as in the anti-cone case discussed above. As presented in Figure  4 , agreement with this theoretical prediction is observed in experiments, where the choice of c = −1 satisfying (9) is shown to produce a surface of revolution of negative Gaussian curvature, whereas the choice c = 0.35 which does not satisfy (9) results in symmetry breaking. Moreover, in the case of c = −1, the realized shape of the hyperbolic spindle exhibits good agreement with ab initio predictions except near the center, where bend energies become non-negligible due to the sharpness of the tip. Finally, we conclude by considering the important practical challenge of realizing anchorable films. That is, materials prepared from patterns for which the circumference of the film's outer rim can have a null deformation at particular λs as the whole is deforming. Accordingly, LCE films can be anchored to rigid substrates without incurring stress or delamination at the perimeter for these λs. Anchoring shape-morphing LCE films is expected to be critical in allowing the integration of these materials into a range of proposed applications such as haptic displays [8] , microfluidic pumps [25] , or reconfigurable optical devices [26] . A few anchorable profiles have been proposed in [14] . However, these patterns rely on the exotic property ν > 1 (sometimes found in nematic glasses), whereas LCEs characteristically exhibit volumeconserving deformations corresponding to ν ∼ 0.5.
We begin by noting that the director is everywhere oriented in the plane of film, no matter how its azimuthal angle varies with position; this constraint is imposed by the nature of the alignment techniques used here. The overall in-plane surface area of a film upon heating must change by a factor: λ × λ −ν = λ 1−ν < 1 since λ < 1. In the usual volume-conserving case, this represents a reduction in overall area, along with a corresponding gain in out-of-plane thickness. But if the perimeter of the film is to be held fixed, then any deformation away from the flat (drum-head) configuration requires an increase in overall area.
However, this incompatibility can be resolved if the film reaches its deformed state by cooling rather than heating. That is, the deformed (higher surface area) configuration corresponds to the lower temperature, and the flat (small surface area) configuration corresponds to the higher temperature. Furthermore, the previously discussed analytical results for achieving particular shapes can still be applied here, simply by invoking a key result of [10] that the roles of heating and cooling can be reversed by replacing the director with its orthogonal dual. As a specific demonstration, we choose to fabricate an anchorable spherical cap, since this curvature may be of general interest, for example in optical devices. The positive-curvature spiral form of the director profile discussed above is predicted [13] to yield an exactly spherical cap for the following value of the parameter c:
The anchoring radius, r 0 for spherical caps is given in eqn (3.29) of the same paper. We use the orthogonal dual of this pattern, and cool from the flat temperature (T 0 ) instead of heating. To demonstrate anchorability to a rigid substrate, the perimeter of the film is glued to a metal washer. Upon cooling from 95C to 30C, corresponding to an effective λ ∼ 0.98, the desired deformation is achieved, without tearing or wrinkling evident on the LCE material anywhere in the film. See Figure 5 .
[cm] These examinations also afford insight into the more general question of whether LCEs, with their low crosslink density and extremely large deformations, can exhibit the same precise and repeatable shape changes as more highly crosslinked glassy liquid crystal networks. In particular, LCEs exhibit soft elastic responses to stress within which the director can reorient. It has remained an outstanding question whether soft elasticity would prevent realization of expected shape transformation [18] . In [13] , it was argued that such distortions should be negligible since the actuated film adopts a shape that has zero stretch with respect to the new metric. This argument is corroborated by the detailed characterization of shape reported here for the first time.
In summary, a range of precisely tailored curvatures were realized in LCE films, exhibiting good quantitative agreement with analytical predictions. This result illustrates the promise of a design approach that uses smoothly varying director profiles inspired by analytical calculations. The cases demonstrated here represent only a sampling of a much larger design space. We hope this initial examination of determinate problems will spur other further efforts to develop analytic solutions and advancements in the realization of inverse design models.
Finally, we show that an additional degree of design freedom is available: deformation can occur either on heating or on cooling, with the reference (flat) temperature readily tuned by adjusting the composition as reported in [20] . This freedom can be exploited to create deforming membranes that keep the same shape at their rim so that they can be anchored to rigid substrates with no stress penalty. We believe this is a critical advance and hope this result enables the incorporation of LCEs into device applications.
